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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce the notion of join-irreducibility in the context of bilattices and 
present a procedural semantics for bilattice based logic programs which uses, as its basis, the 
join-irreducible elements of the knowledge part of the bilattice. The join-irreducible elements in 
a bilattice represent the “primitive bits” of information present within the system. In bilattices 
which have the descending chain property in their knowledge ordering, these elements provide 
a small representative set completely characterizing the bilattice. The overall complexity of the 
inference systems based on such bilattices can thus be reduced by restricting attention to the 
join-irreducible elements. 
1. tntroduction 
Many Al practitioners have shied away from using standard logic programming 
languages as the knowledge representation language in AI systems, partly due to the 
difficulty associated with representing uncertain, incomplete, or conflicting information 
in such languages. The root of these difficulties is the inherent limitations of first-order 
logic as the basis of the standard logic programming systems. One such limitation is 
the monotonicity of first-order logic which makes it unsuitable as a mechanism for 
revisable reasoning. Another important limitation stems from the all-or-nothing nature 
of classical first-order logic: statements can be evaluated to be completely true or 
completely false. Intelligent agents, however, must often deal with information which 
is uncertain, or incomplete. 
It is therefore desirable to construct logic programming systems that can overcome 
the difficulties mentioned above. The work presented here is an attempt to provide a 
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general framework for an efficient procedural semantics of such logic programming lan- 
guages. The above brief discussion suggests that such systems must have two common 
characteristics: they must rely on the expressive power of an underlying multi-valued 
logic which can deal with contradictory as well as incomplete or uncertain information, 
and secondly, such systems should be able to interpret statements not only based on 
their truth or falsity, but also based on some measure of the knowledge or information 
contained within those statements. 
Our attention is focused on those logics that have a knowledge dimension as well 
as a truth dimension and thus can be used to model the connection between truth 
and knowledge in a particular logic program or deductive database. The first logic 
of this kind originated with Belnap [3]. It is based on the idea that information in a 
database can have both a positive and a negative content with regard to the truth of a 
particular event. The two situations in which only positive or only negative information 
is available give rise to two truth values that can be identified with classical true and 
false, respectively. But there are two other situations: when the information has both 
a positive and a negative content, and where there is no information of either kind. 
These lead to a third and fourth “truth value” that are denoted respectively by T and 
1. Part of the motivation here is that, in a distributed database, information about a 
given event is collected from various sources at various times and some of it might be 
contradictory. So the truth value of the event can be viewed as representing our state 
of knowledge about the classical truth or falsity of the event rather than its actual truth 
or falsity. 
Ginsberg [14] has suggested using bilattices as the underlying framework for various 
AI inference systems including those based on default logics, truth maintenance sys- 
tems, probabilistic logics, and others, Bilattices are mathematical structures with two 
separate orderings, called knowledge and truth orderings, that provide a framework for 
the study of knowledge-truth interaction. These ideas were pursued by Fitting [I 1,121 
in the context of logic programming semantics. More recently, bilattices and their ex- 
tensions have been used in the literature to model a variety of reasoning mechanisms 
about uncertainty in the presence of incomplete or contradictory information. For ex- 
ample, in [27], a variant of Fittings extension of logic programming to bilattices was 
used to deal with a form of negation as failure as well as a second explicit negation 
in logic programs. In [ 171 bilattices were extended to include a third ordering (called 
the precision ordering) in order to effectively deal with varying degrees of belief and 
doubt in probabilistic deductive database. 
In [20,2 I] we developed a knowledge-based procedural semantics based on the 4- 
valued Belnap bilattice and proved soundness and completeness theorems with respect 
to Fitting’s declarative fixpoint semantics. A novel feature of this procedural semantics 
is the introduction of completely symmetric notions of proof and refutation. Intuitively, 
the existence of a proof, respectively refutation, for a given goal corresponds to having 
positive, respectively negative, information about it. 
This paper introduces two new features into logic programming over multiple-valued 
logics. The first is a procedural semantics of great generality and conceptual simplicity 
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that applies to any bilattice. This procedural semantics proves to be both sound and 
complete with respect to the natural fixpoint semantics over the bilattice. We introduce 
the notion of a b-derivation for each element of the bilattice except T and 1. (In the 
4-element case true-derivations coincide with proofs and a false-derivations with 
refutations.) We prove the soundness and completeness theorems for this procedural 
semantics, again with respect to Fitting’s declarative fixpoint semantics. 
As might be expected, the simplicity and generality of this approach comes at a 
high cost in computational complexity. For a given truth value b, the search for a 
h-derivation of a complex goal G may entail searches for c-derivations of the sub- 
formulas of G for a large number of truth values c’ that are only remotely related to 
h: moreover. this complexity ramifies as we pass down the parse tree of G. It turns 
out that for finite distributive bilattices (and, more generally, bilattices with the dc- 
scendiny chuin proprrty), we can restrict our attention to derivations that range over 
a relatively small subset of special truth-values. These special truth values turn out 
to be the so-called join irreducible elements of the knowledge part of the bilattice. 
Ginsberg [14] has discussed the ramifications of reducing the complexity of bilatticc 
based inference systems by focusing on a smaller set of representative elements called 
grounded elements. As we will see, join-irreducible elements provide an even smaller 
set of representative elements which represent the most “primitive” bits of information. 
In fact, this difference could be exponential for certain classes of bilattices. More re- 
cently, the notion of join-irreduciblity has been used in connection with a proof theory 
for bilattice-based logics [ 11. 
The most novel feature of this paper is the introduction of a much more efficient 
procedural semantics that proves to be equivalent to the general semantics for a special 
class of bilattices that includes all finite distributive bilattices. The formulation of the 
join-irreducihlr procedural semantics, as it is called, and the proof of its equivalence 
with the general semantics, is based on a fundamental result of lattice theory, due to 
Birkhoff, that establishes a duality between finite distributive lattices and arbitrary fi- 
nite partially ordered sets. The main result of the paper is the Completeness Theorem 
for join-irreducible procedural semantics (Theorem 4.8). It is obtained from the Com- 
pleteness Theorem for the general procedural semantics (Theorem 3.21) by directly 
reducing the join-irreducible semantics to the latter. The join-irreducible semantics can 
provide the basis for effective implementation of a family of logic programming lan- 
guages which, depending on the choice of the underlying logic, can be used for a 
variety of reasoning tasks in intelligent systems. 
2. Bilattices and join-irreducible elements 
A lattice is a partially ordered set (L, <) in which each pair a,b of elements has a 
least upper bound (a V b) and a greatest lower bound (a A b). The elements a V h and 
a A b are respectively called the meet and join of a and b. The largest and smallest 
elements of L, if they exist, are called “top” and “bottom,” denoted respectively by 
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T and 1. L is complete if every subset X of L has a least upper bound (VX) and 
greatest lower bound (AX). L has the descending chain property, or DCP, if all of its 
strictly descending chains are finite. L is distributive if it satisfies the distributive law 
x A (y V t) = (x A y) V (x A z) or (equivalently) x V (y A z) = (x V y) A (x V z). An 
element a of L is join-irreducible if a # l_ and a = b V c implies that b = a or c = a, 
for all 6, c E L. We denote the set of join-irreducible elements of L by JZR(L). In the 
context of distributive lattices, we will find the following property of join-irreducible 
elements useful [7]. 
Lemma 2.1. .Let L = (L, <) be a distributive lattice, q,cz,. . , c,, E L, and let c E 
JZR(L). Then c <cl V c2 V . . . V c, if and only tf c d cj for some j ( 1 <j < n). 
The following well-known theorem, due to Birkhoff, shows that for distributive lat- 
tices with the DCP, the join-irreducible elements provide a representative set from 
which all other elements can be obtained. This fact will play a critical role in reduc- 
ing the complexity of the operational semantics for bilattice based logic programming 
languages. 
Theorem 2.2 (Birkhoff [4]). Let L be a distributive lattice satisfying the DCP. Then 
for every a E L, there exists an irredundant decomposition of a as a finite join of 
join-irreducible elements in L, that is, a = bl V . . . V b,, where bi E JZR(L) and none 
of the bi can be removed. Furthermore, tf 61 V . . V 6, = cl V . . . V c, are two 
irredundant decompositions of a as joins of join-irreducibles, then n = m and bi = ci 
(1~ i <n = m), up to renumbering. 
Let (98, dt, <k) be a structure consisting of a nonempty set 98 and two partial 
orderings, Gr and dk on g. If Gt is a lattice ordering, let true and false denote 
the top and bottom elements (if defined), A and V the meet and join, and A and 
V the infinitary meet and join (if defined). Similarly, if <k is a lattice ordering, the 
corresponding notions are denoted respectively by T, I, 18, cB, n, and C. 
A bilattice is an algebraic structure which we shall view as a space of generalized 
truth values with two lattice orderings, one measuring degrees of truth, and the other 
measuring degrees of knowledge. A negation operator provides the connection between 
the two orderings. The formal definition is as follows. 
Definition 2.3 (Ginsberg [14]). A bilattice is a structure (g, dt, <k,l) consisting of 
a non-empty set 6?, partial orderings dl and <k, and a mapping 1 : @ -+ iZ!J such 
that: 
1. (93, G,) and (@‘, <k) are complete lattices; 
2. x dty implies ly dtlx, for all x, y E 93; 
3. x<ky implies Ix<kly, for all x,y E g; 
4. 11x = x, for all x E 98. 
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Note that 7 reverses the dt-ordering, like classical negation, but preserves the <a- 
ordering. Thus, by part 4 of the above definition, it is an automorphism of the lattice 
$8, Gx_). 
In a bilattice, <f represents the truth ordering and dk the knowledge ordering. 
Informally, p d kg means that the evidence underlying an assignment of the truth value 
p is subsumed by the evidence underlying an assignment of q. In other words, more 
is known about the truth or falsity of a statement whose truth value is q than is known 
about one whose truth value is p. The lattice operations for the Go-ordering are natural 
generalizations of the familiar classical ones. 
A bilattice satisfies the interlacing conditions [ 11, 121 if 
I. x~,_v+xxz<,~$z andx%~<~rys8z, for allx,)l,zC.%; 
2. X<ky=+XvZ<kyvZ andxAz<kyAz, fOrdlX,y,ZE.%?. 
In other words, the interlacing conditions say that the lattice operations in each 
ordering of the bilattice are monotonic with respect to the other ordering. There are 
twelve distributive laws associated with the four operations A, V, b%, and @. A bilattice 
is distrihutiw if all twelve distributivity laws hold. A bilattice satisfies the ir@zite 
di.strihutiritJ~ condition if all of the infinitary distributive laws, such as u $> V, h, = 
V,(u 8% b, ) and a A nib, = ni(a A b, ), hold. It is easy to show that the distributive laws, 
in fact, imply the interlacing conditions. For the remainder of this paper we assume 
that all bilattices under consideration satisfy the distributive laws, though, some of the 
results presented hold under less restrictive conditions. 
In [20] we gave a natural procedural semantics for logic programs based on Bel- 
nap’s four-valued logic [3], which is called 9P’W. It is the simplest example of a 
nontrivial bilattice. This bilattice is depicted in Fig. 1. There are many other interesting 
nonclassical logics that can be represented using bilattices. Some examples are Reiter’s 
default logic [26], fuzzy logics [29], Kripke’s intuitionistic logic model [lo], and modal 
logics based on the many-worlds semantics [14]. For a more detailed discussion see 
[ 12, 141. 
In this paper, based on the notion of join-irreducibility in a bilattice, we introduce a 
new algebraic procedural semantics for logic programming over arbitrary distributive 
Fig. 1. The bilattice 9 C! a.9 
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bilattices that satisfy certain finiteness conditions. Ginsberg [14] showed that every 
distributive bilattice can be represented as a sublattice of the direct product of two 
lattices. We later use this representation to characterize the join-irreducible elements of 
a distributive bilattice. One of our main results is that, by imposing certain finiteness 
conditions on distributive bilattices, we can restrict our attention to the join-irreducible 
elements in the bilattice, thus reducing the overall complexity of the procedural se- 
mantics. Let us now make these notions more precise. 
Definition 2.4. Let (Lr, d i) and (Lz, <2) be lattices and h : LI -+ L2 a lattice iso- 
morphism. Define binary relations < , f and <k on Li x L2 and a unary operation 
1 : L1 x L2 --f L, x L2 by 
1. (nl,x~) Gt(yi, ~2) if xi < 1~1 and YZ GZQ, 
2. (~~,xz)<~(Y~,Yz) ifxl<l~l and -QGzY~, 
3. ‘(X,Y) = (h-‘(Y),h(x)j. 
The structure (L1 x Lz, Gt, <k, 1) is denoted by Bh(Li,Lz). If (Ll, <I) = (Lz, <2) = 
(L, <) and h is the identity automorphism, we denote gh(Li,L2) by B(L). Note that 
in this special case (3) becomes 
3’. ‘(X,Y) = (Y,X). 
The following theorem is a slight sharpening of results due to Fitting and Ginsberg. 
Theorem 2.5 (Ginsberg [14] and Fitting [ll]). Let L1 andL2 be complete lattices and 
let h : L1 ---f L2 be a lattice isomorphism. Then &9h(L1,L2) is bilattice and is distribu- 
tive if Ll and Lz are both distributive. In particular, for any complete lattice L, G?(L) 
is a bilattice and is distributive if L is distributive. Conversely, every distributive 
bilattice is isomorphic to 9?(L) for some complete distributive lattice L. 
Proof. If L1 and L2 are complete lattices and h : Ll -+ L2 is a isomorphism, it is 
routine to check that G?h(LI,L2) is a bilattice and is distributive if Ll (equivalently L2) 
is distributive. In particular, g(L) is a bilattice and distributive if L is distributive. 
Let $9 = ($8, dt, <k, 1) be a distributive bilattice, and recall that V, A, true, and 
false are the lattice operations under dl, and @, @, T, and 1_ are the operations 
under <k. Define L1 = {x E 93’ 1 Idlx} and L2 = {x E g 1 latx}, and consider 
the lattices L1 = (L,, Go) and L2 = (L2, 2 0, where dt is the truth ordering inherited 
from g and at is its dual. L1 is clearly a sublattice of (99, ,<,) and L2 is the dual 
of a sublattice of (@, <,). It is also easy to see that 1 (restricted to LI) is lattice 
isomorphism between L1 and L2 whose inverse is also 7. Thus B7(L1,L2) is defined 
and is a distributive bilattice. In order to prove it is isomorphic to C8 we first prove 
that X<ky iff xGty for all x,y E Ll, and X,<ky iff x3[y for all X,y E Lz, and 
hence 
@I, Gk) = (-6, 6,) and (L2, <k) = (L2, ad. 
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Let x,y E L,, i.e., x v I = x and y v _L = y. Then by the distributivity of :%, 
xG?y=x@(yVI)=(x$y)V(x~~)=(x~~~)Vx, (1) 
xvy=xv(y~I)=(xvy)Q3(xvi)=(xvy)~x. (2) 
If xdky, then, by (l), y = x@y = (x%y)Vx = yVx, and thus ndly. Conversely, if 
x<,y, then, by (2), y = xVy = (xVy)@.x = x@y, and thus yGlx. This gives the first 
equality (LI, <k) = (L,, d l) The second (Lz, <k) = (LI, 3 t) follows directly from the 
first together with the fact that 7 is an isomorphism between (L,, G,) and (Ll, 3, j 
and is also an isomorphism (as is easily verified) between (Lr, dk) and (L2. <A). 
Define g : 29 + A?_(L,,L2) by setting g(x) = (x V Lx A I) for all x E .#I. By 
distributivity of ;‘A we have 
(XV~)~(XAI)=((xVI)~x)~(xVI)~~)) 
= (x CT3 x> v (1 CEX)) A ((x3) v (I 3 1)) 
=(xVx)A(xVL) 
=xAx 
= x. (3) 
Hence y is injective. Again using the distributivity of d we can show by a similar 
argument that, for all x E L1 and y E L2, g(x ~2 y) = (x, y). So g is a bijective, and to 
show it is a bilattice isomorphism it suffices to show that it is an order isomorphism 
with respect to both dr and <k and preserves 7. Let x, y E 99’. Using (3) and the 
interlacing conditions we get directly from the definition of .%9_(L,,Ls) that 
XdlY iff xVI<,yVI andxr\16,yAl 
iff xVI<,yVi andyAJ->,xAl 
iff g(x) dt g(Y). 
Again using (3) and the interlacing conditions we get 
xdky iff xv,-GkyV.1 andx/\I<ky/\I 
iff xVl<,yVL andxA13,yAl 
iff dx)GkdY). 
Finally, let x E a. Then g(lx) = ((TX) V 1, (7x) A I) = ((1(x A I), 1(x V 1)) = 
1(x v I, x A I) = -g(x). Thus &I is isomorphic to B_(L1, Lz) as a bilattice. 
Let L = L1, and define f : B’,(LI,L~) -+ 2(L) by .f( (x, y) ) = (x, -y) for all 
x E LI and y E L2. Let xr,yr E LI and x2,y2 E L2 and assume (xI,xz)<,(~I,.vz) in 
.%(Ll,L2). Then by Definition 2.4( 1 ), xl < yl in LI and y2 <x2 in L2. This means 
XI Gryl and x2Gry2 in 97. Hence x1 <yl and 7~2 <7x2 in L. So we get finally 
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(Xl, 7x2) dt(.n,7y2) in g(L), i.e., f((xl,y~))d~f((~~,y~)). So f preserves the truth 
ordering and in a similar way in can be shown to preserve the knowledge ordering. 
Since it is clearly bijective, it is an isomorphism of both the truth and knowledge 
lattices. Finally, f(l(x, Y)) = f( (ly, 1~)) = (‘Y, 1~) = (lY,x) = T(X, ly) = 
-f(C% Y) ). So f IS a bilattice isomorphism. Thus B)1(L1,L2) Z B(L) and hence also 
.G?‘“sqL). 0 
Given the structure of $8(L), it is easy to verify that the basic bilattice operations 
are defined as follows (we will denote the join and meet operations in the underlying 
lattice L by + and ., respectively). Let cl,c2,dl,d2 E L. 
(cl>dlj @ h&j = (cl .cz,dl .d2), 
(clsdl) @ (cz,dz) = (CI + cz,d, + dz), 
(cl,d,j A hd2) = (c, . c2,dl + dz), 
h,d,) V (c2,dz) = (~1 + c2,d, .d2). 
Intuitively, one can think of the components x and y of a pair (x, y) as summarizing 
the evidence for and the evidence against an assertion, respectively. Belnap’s four- 
valued logic, for instance, can be represented by the above construction if one takes 
L to be the 2-element lattice (0, 1) with 0 d 1. A probabilistic bilattice, based on the 
logic introduced in [29], can be formed by taking for L the interval [O,l] with the 
natural ordering. In the latter logic, each truth value can represent the degrees of belief 
and doubt. 
The set of all elements of a bilattice g that are join-irreducible in the knowledge 
ordering (k-join-irreducible) is denoted by JIRk(SY), and the corresponding set for the 
truth ordering is denoted by JZR,(B). Since 7 is an automorphism of the knowledge 
lattice, -b will be k-join-irreducible whenever b is k-join-irreducible. 
In [14], Ginsberg discussed the ramifications of reducing the complexity of bilattice- 
based inference systems by representing bilattices using a smaller set of “basis” ele- 
ments. He captured this idea in the notion of groundedness. Grounded elements of a 
bilattice are those representing “primitive” bits of information. More formally: 
Definition 2.6 (Ginsberg [ 141). An element x of a bilattice 8 is t-grounded if, for any 
Y E %?‘, x Gty + x <ky; and it is f-grounded if, for any y E B, x dry * x 3ky. 
The element x is grounded, if it is either t-grounded or f-grounded. Furthermore, a 
bilattice &? is called grounded at x if x can be written as the join (in the knowledge 
ordering) of grounded elements of g. 
Given Ginsberg’s observation that every element of a distributive bilattice can be 
viewed as representing the evidence both for and against an assertion, grounded el- 
ements are those elements for which one of these two components is empty. More 
precisely, it is easy to show that for a bilattice g = g(L), an element x = (x~,xz) is 
t-grounded iff x2 = I and it is f-grounded iff xi = 1. 
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Lemma 2.7. Let SI = 98(L) be a distributive hilattice, where L = (L, <) is a complete 
distributive lattice. Let x E .@I’. Then 
( 1) x is t-grounded if and only if x = (xl, A-), for some xl E L; 
(2) x is ,f-grounded if and only if x = (1,x*), fin some x2 E L. 
Proof. We prove part (1); part (2) is proved similarly. 
Let x = (xi,x2) E B be t-grounded and y = (yi, I) E :D with yl 3x1. Then. 
.I;>~x, and since x is t-grounded, we have (yi, I) >~(xI.xz). Hence, y1 3x1 and i 3x2. 
implying that x2 = I_. On the other hand, suppose that y = (yi, ~2) 31(x1. I) = x. 
Then, yl 3x1 and y2 <I, implying that y2 = _L and hence, y >kx. E 
Thus, intuitively, the grounded elements of a bilattice are those truth values which 
do not encode any conflicting information about a particular sentence. It is interesting 
to note that for a bilattice 69 = B(L), each of the sets of t-grounded and ,f-grounded 
elements, with the <k-ordering, forms a sublattice that is isomorphic to the underlying 
lattice L. 
Using the lattice theoretic notion of join-irreducibility, we can reduce the set of 
grounded elements of a bilattice to an even smaller set of representative elements. 
Definition 2.8. Let .B be a bilattice. An element .x E 8 is a positive k-join-irreducible 
element if x E JZ&(g) and x is t-grounded. It is a negative k-join-irreducible ele- 
ment if x E JIRk($I) and it is f-grounded. The sets of positive and negative k-join- 
irreducibles are denoted respectively by JIRk+(B) and JZR,(.%). 
We can further characterize these elements by the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.9. Let a=&?(L) = (L x L,Gi,<k,~) b e a distributive hilattice, when, 
(L, <, +, .) is a complete distributive lattice. Then 
(1) JZR;(B) = {(a,I) j a E JIR(L)}; 
(2) JZR,(.1) = {(l,a) 1 a E JIR(L)}; 
(3) JZRk(.%) = JZR@) u JZR,(&‘). 
Proof. The proof of parts (1) and (2) is an easy consequence of the definitions, 
Lemma 2.7, and the fact that, if b = (b,, b2) and c = (c,,c~), then b CD c = (hi + 
cl, b2 + ~2). Part 3 is a direct consequence of parts (1) and (2), and the definition of 
join-irreducibility. q 
To illustrate these concepts, consider the bilattice ..l’SN&, depicted in Fig. 2. This 
bilattice can be constructed by taking the set P = { 0, b, l} with the ordering 0 < h < 1 
and then forming the structure 99(P). Then 
JZR~(.WA’Z) = {(b,O),(I,O)} and JZR~(.;tiY&Z) = {{O, b), (0, 1)) 
The k-join-in-educible elements in the bilattice .4YJl% are (l,O), (0, 1), (b,O), and 
(0, b). Intuitively we can think of (b,O), and (0, b) as “maybe true”, and “maybe 
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I <b.I> <I,b> 
<O,I> <b,b> <I,O> 
\A\/ 
<O,b> cb,O> 
\/ 
<o,o> 
Fig. 2. The bilattice AC&W. 
false,” respectively. The truth value (b, 0), for example, encodes the existence of partial 
evidence for a statement and no evidence against it. The element (0,l) represents false 
while (1,0) represents true. In fact, using the characterization of join-irreducibles given 
in Lemma 2.9, it is easy to see that, in any distributive bilattice SY, if the top element in 
the underlying lattice is join-irreducible, then elements false and true are among the 
k-join-irreducible elements (false E .ZZZ?k(@) and true E .ZZZ?l(S3)). Furthermore, 
note that in NYA4& and in fact in any distributive bilattice .3 we have 
l(.ZZZ?k+(g)) = J&(B) and l(JZZ7;(33)) = .ZZZ?z(g). 
By Lemma 2.1 every element in _&‘35V8 (except the bottom element) can be 
uniquely represented as an irredundant join of k-join-irreducible elements. For example, 
the element (b, 1) can be represented as the join of the two k-join-irreducible elements 
(b,O) and (0,l). 
The bilattice F-6%9 contains four elements, true, false, I, and T. The two k- 
join-irreducible elements are true and false, with true positive and false negative. 
More generally, let L be any finite, linearly ordered lattice with n elements. Then 
g(L) has n2 elements of which 2n - 2 are k-join-irreducible. If the underlying lattice 
is a powerset lattice, then the difference between the number of grounded and k-join- 
irreducible elements is exponential. For example, let X be any set and let L be the 
lattice (g(X), C_ ). If X has n elements then the cardinality of g(Z) is 2*“. It is easy to 
see that G?(L) has 2”+’ - 1 grounded elements, but only 2n k-join-irreducible elements. 
The following lemmas provide the basis for the join-irreducible procedural semantics 
defined in the next section. 
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Lemma 2.10. Let &? = A?(L) = (L x L, bt, <k, -) be u distributive bilattice, Ivhere 
(L, 6, +, .) is u complete distributive Iuttice. Let a, b,c E :%. 
(1) If c E JIRk(S), then cdka@b $and only if’C<ka or C<kb; 
(2) If c E JZRl(a), then 
(a) c<ka V b if and only ifC<ko or cdkb; 
(b) c<ka A h if und only $cdka und c<kb; 
(3) [fc E JIR;(.g), then 
(a) c<ka v b zj’und only if c<ka and cdkb; 
(b) c<ka A b if and only if cd@ or c<kb. 
Proof. Part (1) is a special case of Lemma 2.1 We prove part (3); part (2) is proved 
similarly. Since c E JZRk(B), c = (1. cl), where c2 E JZR(L). Let a = (al, a2) and 
h = (bl,b>). To prove part (a) we first note that a V b = (a,,a2) V (bl,b2) = (a, 4 
bl,a2 bz). Now we have 
c<l;uVb iff (1,~) <k (al + h,az. 62) 
iff i<al + bl and c2Ga2 .b2 
iff cz<az.b2 
iff c2 <a2 and c:! <I~2 
iff (I,cz) <k(al,a2) and (Lc2) dk(h,h) 
iff cd@ and c<kb. 
To prove part (b) we note that a A b = (al, a2) A (61, b2) = (a~ . bl, a2 + b2). Now 
we have 
c<kaAb iff (1,~) 6k(al h,az + b2) 
iff i <aI bl and (‘2 <a2 + b2 
iff c2<u2+b2 
iff c2<a2 or cz<bl (by Lemma 2.1) 
iff (Lc2) bk(al,a2) Or (Lc2) Gkk(h,b2) 
iff cdka Or cdkb. 0 
Lemma 2.11. Let 6? = B(L) be a distributive biluttice, kvhere (L, <,+;) is u corn- 
plete distributive lattice. Let b, c E JIRk(a). 
(1) Ifc E JZR:(B) and b<kc, then b E JIRl(B). 
(2) Ifc E JIR,(B) and b<kc, then b E JZR,(%). 
Proof. Suppose that c E JZRk+(a) and bfkc. Then c = (cl, j), where cl E JIR(L). 
Now, b E JIRk(g), hence b = (bl,i) or b = (I,bz), where bi E JZR(L), for i = 
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122. But, b # (Lb), since otherwise b <kc implies that (I, 62) <k (cl, I), which is 
impossible because b2 # 1. Hence b = (bl,_L) E JIRk+(SY). 
The case when c E JZRk(B) is proved similarly. 0 
3. Logic programming over distributive bilattices 
3.1. Logic programming syntax 
Our logic programming language, denoted by Y, will have a distributive bilattice B 
as the underlying space of truth values. The alphabet of 9 consists of the usual sets of 
variables, constants, predicate symbols, and function symbols, similar to conventional 
logic programming. As is commomplace in first-order logic we assume that there is 
also an infinite number of new constants, called generic constants, that are distinct 
from the regular constants in the sense that they may not appear in any clause of a 
program over 2. Intuitively, these generic constants play the role of “arbitrary but 
fixed” objects in the language. The extension of the language by these constants is 
done for technical reasons which will become more clear in the sequel. In addition, 2 
includes the connectives +, 1, A, V, ~3, and @. The connectives A and V represent the 
meet and join operations of the bilattice in the truth ordering and @ and 63 represent 
the meet and join in the knowledge ordering. The “quantifiers” IT, c represent the 
infinitary meet and join operations of the bilattice in the knowledge ordering. 
The notions of term and ground term are defined in the usual way. The set Uy 
of all ground terms in a language 2’ is called the Herbrand universe of B [ 181. An 
atom is either a special nullary predicate b E 93 \ {T, I}, or an expression of the form 
p(tl,. . . , t,), where p is an n-ary predicate symbol and tl,. . ., t,, are terms. An atom 
in which there are no occurrences of variables is called a ground atom. Formulas are 
either atoms or expressions of the form -A, A $ B, A ~3 B, A A B, or A V B, where A 
and B are formulas. A complex formula is a formula which is not an atom. The set 
of variables occurring in a formula A is denoted by vars(A). A clause is an expression 
of the form: 
where A is an atom such that A # 37, G is a formula, xi,. . ,x, are the variables 
occurring in A, and yi, . . , y,,, are the variables occurring in G, but not in A. A is called 
the head and G is called the body of the clause. Normally, we drop the quantifiers from 
the clauses and simply write A +- G, where the variables occurring in the head of the 
clause are implicitly quantified by n, and the variables occurring in the clause body 
and not in the clause head are quantified by C. This convention is a standard practice 
in logic programming. Of course, in classical logic programming the quantifiers are 
the truth quantifiers V and 3 which are assumed to implicitly quantify a clause. The 
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choice of quantifiers n and c is motivated by our interest in the knowledge content 
of statements rather than their truth content. 
As usual. a program is a finite set of clauses that contain no generic constants. A 
goal is simply a formula that contains no generic constants. The Herhrand Base of 
a program P, denoted Bp, is the set of all ground atoms using only constants and 
function or predicate symbols occurring in P, and generic constants. 
We also assume that in any program clause A + G, either vars(d) 2 vuus(G) 
or G E .9. Any program that does not satisfy this property can easily be trans- 
formed to an equivalent program which does. This is done by replacing each clause 
A + G not satisfying the above property by a clause A - G z E(xl,. ,x,~), where 
{xl,. . ,x,} = cars(A) - cars(G) and E is a new predicate symbol, and adding the 
clause E(xl.. ..x,~) + T. It is easy to verify that the new program will be semanti- 
cally equivalent to the original program in the sense of the fixpoint semantics defined 
in Section 3.3. For more details see [19,21]. 
Before describing our logic programming semantics, we need to present some basic 
concepts in unification theory. A closer examination of these concepts is necessary 
since we provide a full treatment of variables in our procedural semantics. 
3.2. Un#ication and substitution un$ers 
Substitutions, renamings, composition of substitutions, and basic unification concepts 
are defined in the standard manner as detailed in [18]. We have attempted to be rather 
precise in our statements regarding the properties of substitutions and the conditions 
they must satisfy at various stages of the derivation process. This issue is often ignored 
or treated rather summarily in the literature, leading to subtle errors or conflicting 
definitions (see [ 161). 
Definition 3.1. A substitution fl is a mapping from variables to terms such that CO # t’ 
for only finitely many 1;. Every substitution is uniquely represented by a finite set of 
the form H = {ul/tl,. .,a,&,}, where each c’i is a variable, each t, is a term distinct 
from z:;, and the variables ~1,. . , u, are distinct. Each element 0,/t, is called a bindiny 
for c,. The empty substitution is called the identity substitution and is denoted by C. 0 
is ground if each t, is a ground term, and it is variable-pure if each t; is a variable. H 
in injective if ti # tj whenever i # j. The domain of 0 is { cr ~. . , a,} and is denoted by 
cr’om(O). The set of variables occurring in the range of 0, i.e., U:=, car.Y(ti), is denoted 
by crange(f1). 
A substitution 0 is extended to expressions in the following way: Let 0 = { 01 it\,. , 
c,,/tn} and let E be an expression. Then EB, the instance of E by 0, is the expression 
obtained from E by simultaneously replacing each occurrence of the variable r, in E 
by the term t,, i = I,..., n. For a set S of expressions, SH = {EQ 1 E E S}. For two 
expressions El and E2, we write E <E 1, 2, if Ez = Elo for some substitution cr. If Efl 
is ground, then Ed is called a ground instance of E. 
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Let 0 = {v,/ti,. . .,v,,/t,,} and z be substitutions, E an expression, and U a set 
of variables. Then 0~ = {ui, /t,, , . . . , vii /ti, }, where {vi,, . . . , vik } = U n ~OWZ(CT); and 
OE = ~vars(E). 
Definition 3.2. Let tI and (T be substitutions. By the composition 00 of (3 and o we 
mean their composition as transformations of the set of expressions in the usual sense 
of functional composition. If 8 = {ui/si, . . . , u,/s,} and CJ = {vl/tl,. . . , v,/t,,}, then the 
representation of 80 is obtained from the set 
{W/SIC...> &?llsm~, Vllh, . . . > vnltnl 
by deleting any binding ui/sie for which Ui = Si(T and deleting any binding Vj/tj for 
each Vj E (~1,. . . , u,}. 
Let 0 and y be substitutions. 
1. 6’ is an instance of q, in symbols y d 0, if 0 = ya for some substitution ~1. In this 
case we say that 6 is an instance of q by CC 
2. Let U be a set of variables. We say that 6’ is a variant of q with respect to U if 
there are instances 0’ and $ of 0 and ye, respectively, such that 8~ = r$, and Y]U = f3l,. 
3. We say that 0 is a variant of ‘I, in symbols 0 E y, if it is a variant of ye with 
respect to the set of all variables, i.e., if each is an instance of the other (r<6’ and 
B<Y). 
It is easy to see that d is a preordering on substitutions and E is an equivalence 
relation. In particular it is symmetric, so that 0 is a variant of r] w.r.t U iff q is a 
variant of 0 w.r.t. U. We say that 8 is a variant of q w.r. t. a given expression E if 
b’ is a variant of ye w.r.t. vars(E), i.e., if E8 = Er]’ and Eq = EtY for some 0’ and 
y’ such that 06 8’ and yl< q’. The key feature of the variant relation is the fact that, 
given any expression E, any substitution 8, and any finite set V of variables, there is 
a variant q of 8 w.r.t. E such that uars(Eq) n V = 0. 
In the sequel we often use the expression “0 is a renaming of $’ as a synonym 
for “0 is a variant of I?.” Also, when we say that a substitution CI is “unique up to 
renaming,” we mean that M can be any member of a --equivalence class. 
A substitution 6 is idempotent if 80 = 0. The class of idempotent substitutions 
exhibits some interesting properties which have been extensively studied [19,25,8]. In 
particular, it can be easily verified that g is an idempotent substitution if and only if 
dam(o) n vrange(cr) = 0. 
Definition 3.3. Let S be a finite set of expressions. A substitution 8 is called a unifier 
for S if S6 is a singleton. A unifier tI of S is called a most general unljier (mgu) for 
S if 0<0 for each unifier o of S. The set S is called uni$able if it has a unifier. 
As a technical tool, we will also need to utilize a special kind of substitution which 
replaces variables of an expression with new constants not appearing in any program 
clause, i.e., with generic constants. 
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Definition 3.4. A substitution 6 is a generic constant substitution or simply a SC’- 
substitution if it is of the form 
{xllal,xzia7.. . ,x,/a,}, 
where al,. , a, are distinct generic constants. If E is an expression, then 6 is a gc- 
substitution ,for E, if dam(6) = uars(E). 
The following technical lemma connecting notions of a gc-substitutions and the most 
general unifier will be used in the proof of the Completeness Theorem. 
Lemma 3.5. Let A and B be atoms such that vars(A)nuars(B) = 0 and neither A nor 
B contains a generic constant. Let 6 be a gc-substitution for A. Assume A6 and B 
are un$able and n = mgu(AG, B). Then A and B are uni$able, and if u = mgu(A. B), 
then 
1. (51 = ~17, where T is a gc-substitution for Bu, and 
2. u.4 is injective and variable-pure. 
Proof. uars(A) n vars(B) = 0 implies B6 = B. So n = mgu(AG,BS), and hence 6~ 
unifies A and B. Let p = mgu(A,B). Then 6~ = ~7 for some r. Since 6 is a gc- 
substitution for A, we have A6 = A6y. Thus A6 = A& = APT. Now dom(6) = uurs(A) 
and all constants of 6 are generic. Thus, since A and B do not contain any generic 
constants and ,u is their mgu, u cannot contain generic constants. But X~T = x6, which 
is generic, for every x f uars(A). This implies that p,.+ must be variable-pure, and it 
must also be injective since 6 is injective. It then follows from the equality ‘46 = Au7 
that r is a gc-substitution for Au and hence also for BP. q 
In our procedural semantics presented below we employ a parallel computation model 
(see [28,6]). During the evaluation of a query, even when subgoals share variables, 
they are solved independently. After termination, however, answer substitutions ob- 
tained for shared variables are tested for consistency. We use the notion of substitution 
unification and substitution unifiers, studied in [19] (see [21]), to ensure the consis- 
tency of bindings obtained for shared variables during the computation. A theory of 
substitution unification based on the solution of equations is investigated in [8,25]. 
The notion of unifiable substitutions has been used in concurrent logic programming 
systems which use parallelism [15]. 
Definition 3.6. Let S be a set of substitutions. Then a substitution 7 is called a substi- 
tution un$er (s-uni$er) of S, if Sy = { aq : c E S } is a singleton. If such a substitution 
;’ exists, then we say that S is uni$able. 7 is a most general substitution unifier of S, 
if for every s-unifier 6 of S, there is a substitution q such that 6 = 7~. We denote the 
set of all most general s-unifiers of S by mgsu(S). 
Definition 3.7. Let S be a unifiable set of substitutions. A substitution 6 is a substitu- 
tion un$cation of S if S = a”~, for some y E mgsu(S) and some g E S. The set of all 
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substitution unifications of S is denoted by OS. Clearly, for any cr E S, 
gs = {az 1 T E mgsu(S)} = (I mgsu(S). 
When dealing with a pair of substitutions IJ and z, we often use a shorthand notation 
and denote the set of mgsu’s of r~ and z by mgsu(a,r). Similarly, we denote the set 
of all substitution unifications of u and T by g @ z. 
It is well-known that mgu’s and mgsu’s are unique up to renaming [18,8,25,19]. 
In the sequel we sometimes abuse the notation and interpret mgsu(S) and OS as 
functions returning unique values. 
We now present some of the properties of substitution unifiers that will be important 
in proving subsequent results. The proofs and a more detailed study of these properties 
can be found in [19,20]. 
Lemma 3.8 (Weak distributivity of 0). Let 8 and nl,. , qn be substitutions, where 
the ni are unt$able. Then @I,. . , tlq, are untjiable, and 
Lemma 3.9 (Associativity of 0). Let CT, z, p be unijable and idempotent substitutions. 
Then 
The following results are technical and are needed in the proof of the Completeness 
Theorem. However, the conditions stated in these lemmas are actually general and 
occur naturally in standard logic programming systems. 
Lemma 3.10. Let ai,. . . , a,,, and ql,. . . , q,, be substitutions uch that 
(1) oi<qi,for i = l,..., IZ, and 
(2) ai is idempotent (i = 1,. . . , n), and 
(3) Yl,..., q,, are uni$able. 
Then al,. . . , an are uni$able and O{ai,. . ., a,} <O{yli,. . . ,m}. 
Lemma 3.11. Let GI and GZ be expressions and oi, ni, and 0 be substitutions, for 
i = 1,2 such that 
(1) dom(ai)cvars(Gi), i = 1,2; 
(2) vrange(ai) n vars(Gi) = 0, i = 1,2; 
(3) urange(ai) n dom(gni) = 0, i = 1,2; 
(4) Gigi d Gieqi, i = 1,2; and 
(5) y11 and n2 are untjiable. 
Then ai and a2 are unifiable and ai o ~72 <@vi @ ~2). 
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3.3. Fixpoint semantics 
In the classical two-valued logic programming, a single step operator on interpre- 
tations, denoted T,, is associated with a program. In the absence of negation, this 
operator is monotonic and has a natural least fixpoint. It is this fixpoint which serves 
as the denotational meaning of the program. Unfortunately, in the presence of nega- 
tion in the clause bodies, the Tp operator is no longer monotonic and may not have 
a fixpoint. The idea of associating such an operator with programs carries over in a 
natural way to logic programming languages with a distributive bilattice as the space 
of truth values, However, the ordering in which the least fixpoint is evaluated is the 
knowledge ordering ( <k ) and not the truth ordering ( d t). Since negation is monotonic 
with respect to the knowledge ordering, and thus the knowledge operators are self-dual 
under negation, presence of negation in the body of program clauses does not pose any 
of the problems associated with classical logic programming. The fixpoint semantics 
presented in this section is essentially due to Fitting [ 111. 
An interpretution for a program P is a mapping I : BP + 9. I is extended in 
a natural way to ground formulas as follows: Z(h) = b, for every b E .8 \ { 1, T}, 
I(d) = -/(A) and I(,41 oAz) =Z(Ar)17/(.42) for 7 E {A,V,.%,cR}. We further extend 
the interpretation 1 to nonground formulas: 
I(G) = II iI I CT is a ground substitution for the variables of G}. 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of the definitions involved. 
Lemma 3.12. Let (1 and 12 be two interpretations for a program P and let ci and z 
he substitutions. 
(I) I~(Gcr)<~l~(Gz) for every formula G if and onlv if’l,(Ao)<kIz(A~) ,fhr ever>’ 
atom A. 
(2) I,(Go) = Iz(Gr) for every formula G if and only if I,(Ao) = Iz(Az) .for e1let-J 
atom A. 
Proof. The implication from left to right in part (1) is trivial. The opposite implication 
is proved by an easy induction on the structure of G, using the fact that the operations 
1, s;, 8, A, and V are monotone with respect to <k. 
Part (2) is an immediate consequence of part 1. 3 
The semuntic operator @‘p is the function from interpretations to interpretations 
defined as follows: 
1 
A ifAE#\{I,T}> 
@P(I )(A 1 = C{ I(Go) 1 A’ +- G E P and A = A’cr, 
with CJ ground} otherwise. 
The knowledge ordering of .93 induces a pointwise partial ordering of interpreta- 
tions. @p is monotonic with respect to this ordering since all operations on 98 (includ- 
ing the negation) are monotonic with respect to the knowledge ordering. Hence, by 
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the I&aster-Tarski theorem, @p has a least fixpoint, which provides the denotational 
meaning of the program P. As is customary we will denote the nth iteration of the @p 
operator by @pp r n. We formally define these notions in the following. 
Definition 3.13. The initial interpretation IO of a program P is defined as follows. For 
any atom A E BP: 
IO(A) = 
A ifAEg\{(I,T}, 
I otherwise. 
Note that for any atomic formula G and any c E .%’ \ {I, T}, if la(G) a@, then 
G = d, for some d E 93 with d >kc. 
Definition 3.14. The upward iteration of @p is defined as follows: 
10 if c( = 0, 
%(@,?(a-1)) if tl is a successor ordinal, 
C{@, 7 /l 1 p < cx} if c( is a limit ordinal. 
The smallest ordinal at which this sequence gives the least fixpoint of @p is called 
the closure ordinal. In g&%9 and in fact in any bilattice which satisfies the infinitary 
distributivity conditions, @p is continuous and its closure ordinal is at most w [l 11. 
Generic constants behave semantically like variables. The reason for this is that, 
since generic constants do not occur in any program clause, the program does not 
provide any information about them. Thus, we can replace generic substitutions in a 
program with variables without changing the meaning of that program. These ideas are 
formalized in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.15. For every formula G and any gc-substitution (T for G, 
(@p T n)(Gc) = (@p T n)(G) for every n -C CO. 
Proof. Consider the following property of an interpretation I. 
I(Go) = I(G) for every formula G and gc-substitution g for G. (4) 
We first prove that, for every interpretation 1, if I has the property (4), then so 
does @p(l). Note that, to show @p(Z) has the property, it suffices to prove that 
@p(l)(Ga) <k@p(l)(GS), for every ground substitution 6. Furthermore, by 
Lemma 3.12, we can assume G is an atom. 
Assume I is an arbitrary interpretation such that (4) holds and G is an atom A. 
@p(l)(Aa) is the join of all elements of 98 of the form I(G’z) such that Ao = Bz 
for some clause B + G’ of P and some ground substitution z. Let x1,. . . ,x, be the 
variables of A so that Ao = A(x10,. . . ,x,0) = Bz. Since the constants x1 0,. , . ,x,0 are 
distinct and do not occur in B, there is a substitution z’ such that A = Bz’. Since 
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Ao = Br’r~, we can assume r’g = r. We also have A6 = Bz’d and hence Z(G’r’6) is 
one of the set of elements of the bilattice whose join defines @p(Z)(AS). But Z(G’r) = 
Z(G’r’o) = I(G’7’) <x_Z( G’r’6); the second equality holds because of our assumption 
that I has the property (4). Thus (4) is preserved under @p. The conclusion of the 
lemma now follows by an easy induction on n and the fact that 10 clearly has the 
property (4). C 
Interpretations over distributive bilattices exhibit some interesting algebraic proper- 
ties. In particular, we have found the following results useful in the proofs of our 
Soundness and Completeness Theorems. The proofs are straightforward (for more de- 
tails see [19,21]). 
Lemma 3.16. Let c( and /3 be substitutions, let I be an interpretation, and let F, GI, Gz 
he ,formulas. 
( 1) Zf CI d /II, then Z(Fcc) <kl(F/3). 
(2) I(Fr) <,J(FcQ). 
(3) If x and fl are variants w.r. t. F, then Z(Fcc) = I(Ffl). 
(4) I(G,)aZ(Gz)bkl(GloG2), where q E {@3,G3,A,V}. 
(5) If’x and /I are un$able, then I(Fcr)dkZ(F(r 3 fi)) and I(Fb)dkZ(F(cc CC B)). 
Lemma 3.17. Let A + G E P. Then j&r any substitution 0, 
(@P t w)W)>d@~ T w)(GQ. 
Since the programs in the logic programming system presented here are interpreted 
with respect to the knowledge ordering, clearly, the intended use of the system is in 
situations where we want to focus on the amount or the quality of information available 
about a goal statement. Let us consider a simple example to motivate the focus on the 
knowledge ordering. 
Example. Suppose that we would like a program to determine whether an individ- 
ual suspected of a crime should be charged with that crime. Our criteria are based 
upon consistent information regarding three separate conditions. The suspect should be 
charged if he or she has a motive, does not have an alibi, and has been placed at 
the scene of the crime. Furthermore, we consider the suspect “placed” at the scene, 
if there is convincing DNA evidence or there are reliable witnesses testifying to that 
effect. Of course, the information obtained from all of these sources could be incom- 
plete, inconclusive, or even contradictory, thus we would like our program to take into 
consideration the “certainty” of various pieces of information gathered. 
Suppose that our current suspect, bob has a motive, and the DNA evidence suggests 
that he was at the scene (however the evidence is not conclusive). There are also two 
witnesses, one who was close to the scene during the time period in question and did 
not see anyone, and another who claims to have seen someone at the scene looking like 
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bob. (Clearly, the latter claim can only be considered as incomplete or inconclusive 
information.) 
Finally, there are two sources providing information about bob’s alibi: an unreliable 
source who claims to have seen bob at a bar during the time period of the crime, and 
a more reliable source who disputes this alibi. 
For simplicity we will use the bilattice JIKJIG? (see Fig. 2, with b = i) for our 
example and express the bilattice elements as pairs (x, y), where x, y E (0, i, l} rep- 
resent the evidence for and the evidence against a statement, respectively (clearly, in 
a realistic situation we may want to use a wider range of truth values to represent 
various degrees of uncertainty). In this context i represents “partial” evidence. Now, 
our program representing the above situation could look something like the following: 
1. charged(x) c hasmotive @placed(x) @ ~hasulibi(x) 
2. placed(x) t dna(x) V witnessed(x) 
3. hasmotiue(bob) +- (1,O) 6. dnu(bob) +- (;, 0) 
4. husulibi(bob) +- (;, 0) 7. witnessed(bob) + ($, 0) 
5. husulibi(bob) +- (0, I) 8. witnessed(bob) + (0,l) 
According to the fixpoint semantics, clauses with the same head are combined us- 
ing the knowledge join operator, and thus, the final evaluation of husulibi(bob) and 
witne.ssed(bob), under the intended interpretation, are (in both cases) (0,l) @ ($,O) = 
(i, 1). Furthermore, pluced(bob) is evaluated, using the truth operator V, to (i, 0) V 
(;,l) = (;,O). H ence, if I is the intended interpretation (fixpoint), we have the fol- 
lowing: 
The above example illustrates the utility of knowledge-based logic programming 
in the presence of incomplete or uncertain information. It also illustrates the use of 
both knowledge and truth operators in the same program. Of course, the interpretation 
of the final truth value obtained for a given goal is usually domain or application 
dependent. For instance, in the above example, we may interpret the truth value (i, 0) 
as insufficient evidence to charge bob with the crime. 
3.4. General procedural semun tics 
Fitting originally introduced a procedural model for logic programs based on a four- 
valued bilattice which used a version of Smullyan style semantic tableaux [9]. This 
was later extended to a larger family of the so-called linear bilattices [ 11, 131. In 
contrast, we use a resolution-based procedural semantics which will allow us to start 
with any formula as a goal and within a uniform framework derive both negative and 
positive information about that goal representing evidence for or against its truth. In 
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the context of the bilattice 8&j&% this means that, if the derivation from a goal A 
leads to success, then A is at least true, and if it leads to failure, then A is at least 
false. More generally, if a derivation from A leads to a particular truth-value b in the 
underlying bilattice, then the evidence supporting the truth or falsity of A is judged to 
be at least b. We say that A has a b-derivation in this event. 
Our procedural model is essentially an extension of SLDNF-resolution. In our deriva- 
tion trees, each branch of a subtree with the root node A, where A is an atom, cor- 
responds to a clause whose head unifies with A. Each such clause contributes to the 
knowledge the system contains about the truth or falsity of A. The treatment of - 
under SLDNF-resolution is extended to the operators A, V, G, and X. More precisely, 
if during the derivation a subgoal is reached which contains one of these operators, 
then attempts are made to establish, in parallel, appropriate derivations for the two 
operands. Substitution unification provides a means of consistently combining the an- 
swers obtained for the operands to obtain an answer for the formula itself. 
It is easy to see how the following definition can be reformulated to apply to any 
partially ordered algebra as described in the Introduction. Parts ( 1) and (2) remain 
essentially the same, and the symbol J of part (3) is allowed to range over all fun- 
damental operations of the algebra, which can be of any finite arity. 
Definition 3.18. Let B be a distributive bilattice and h E ~9’. Let P be a program and 
G a goal. Then G has a b-derivation lvith answer B if 
( 1) G = c, where c E 69 \ {I, T}, b <kc, and (9 is the identity substitution r:; or 
(2) G is an atom A, and there is a clause B + G’ E P, with 0 = mgu(A,B) such that 
G’o has a b-derivation with answer O’, 8 = (rr0’)~; or 
(3) G is -G’, and G’ has a Tb-derivation with answer H; or 
(4) G is Gr oG2, where q E (3, %,V, A}, and Cl has a c-derivation and G? has a 
d-derivation with answers 01 and 01, respectively, 0 = (H’, (< Oi)o, where fl: is a 
variant of H, w.r.t. Gi (i = 1,2), and b = cod. 
In part (4) of Definition 3.18, the reason for allowing variants of answers before 
taking their substitution unification (i.e., Ol, g 0;) is to ensure that variables do not 
conflict in independent derivations associated with complex subgoals. In order to select 
the appropriate variant, we can compose the answers with special renaming substitu- 
tions which replace the variables in the range of answers by variables which have 
not occurred in the derivation up to that point. The additional bindings which result 
from these compositions ensure that the relationships between variables of independent 
derivations are preserved. 
We also adopt the standard process of using suitable variants of program clauses at 
each step of a derivation. This is so that the variables used for the derivation do not 
already occur in the derivation up to that point. We will refer to this assumption as the 
unique renaming assumption. One consequence of this assumption is that the answer 
substitutions obtained are idempotent. Furthermore, by convention, we assume that any 
goal has a i-derivation with answer I:. 
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We can now present the soundness and completeness results which establish the 
correspondence between the procedural and the fixpoint semantics for logic programs 
based on arbitrary distributive bilattices. 
Theorem 3.19 (Soundness). Let &9 be a distributive bilattice and b E 93. Let P be a 
program, G a goal, and 0 a substitution for the variables of G. If G has a b-derivation 
with answer 8, then ( Qp T w)(GB) >,+b. 
Proof (By induction on the length of derivations). 
1. G = c E 9% Then c&b, and 8 = E. Now, Io(GO) = IO(C) = c>kb. Since @p is 
monotonic, (@p r w)(Ge) = (@p T w)(c) Bkb. 
2. G is an atom: Then P must have a clause A +- G’ such that CJ = mgu(G, A) and 
G’a has a b-derivation with answer 8’ such that 6 = (o(Y),. By the induction 
hypothesis, (@p t m)(G’ae’) >kb. Then, 
( Qp t o)( GQ) = (Gp t o)(GoO’) since GO = G&’ 
= (Dp t w)(AoO’) since r~ = mgu(G, A) 
>k (Qp 7 u)(G’de’) by Lemma 3.17 
>k b. 
3. G is YG’: Then G’ must have a lb-derivation with answer 8. By the inductive 
hypothesis, (@p t CO) (G’@ T&lb. Hence, 
(@P t 01 (Gel = (@p T w)(TG’@ 
= -(@p T W)(G’e) 
>k b. 
4. G is G1 q G2, where q E { @, @I, V, A}: Then there exist c,d E 9l such that Gt has 
a c-derivation and G2 has a d-derivation with answers tit and 82, respectively such 
that 8 = (0; o f?;)o, and cod = b, where 0; are variants of Oi w.r.t. G (i = 1,2). 
Now 
(@P t w)([G q G210) = (@P T ~)(GenGe) 
ak(@P t m)(G1@n(@P t o)(Gd), by Lemma 3.16(4) 
= (@P T o)(G1(Qi 0 Q)wp T ~)(G2(e; a a) 
ak(@P T w)(G1Bi)o(@p T 0) (G2e:), by Lemma 3.16(s) 
ak(@p t ~)(Gh>n(@p T 0) (Gdb), by Lemma 3.16(3) 
&cc 0 d, by inductive hypothesis and properties of q 
=b. 0 
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We next present the completeness results for the general semantics. The key to the 
proof is the following Lifting Lemma. 
Lemma 3.20 (Lifting lemma). Let 98 be a distributive bilattice and b E %. Suppose 
that P is a program, G a goal, and 9 a substitution for the variables of G. Also, 
suppose GO has a b-derivation with answer q, with respect to a program P. Then G 
has II b-derivation with answer u such that Gflv = Go;:, for some substitution 1’. 
Proof (B,v induction on the length of derivations). 
( 1) G = c E .%I: Then GB = c E 9J - {I, T}, and b <kc. Hence, 9 = I: and G = c 
has a b-derivation with answer c. Clearly, 01 = 01: = 0 = [?I. Now, take ci = c and 
;’ = 0. 
(2) G is an atom A: Then there exists a clause B + G’ E P such that (T’ = 
mgu(AB,B) and G’a’ has a b-derivation with answer p and q = (~‘P)A~~. 
We consider two cases. If vars(B) g vars(G’), then it must be the case that G’ = 
c akh, and thus G’ has a c-derivation with answer p = e, and q = (r~‘),~,). Since AfI 
and B are unifiable via g’, by the unique renaming assumption, A and B are unifiable 
via fla’. Let z = mgu(A, B). Then fIcr’ = ry for some substitution y. But, G’r = c has a 
c-derivation with answer E. Hence, A has a b-derivation with answer o, where cr = T,,!. 
Furthermore, we have Afly = A&J’ = As? = Aay. 
On the other hand, suppose vars(B) C vars(G’). Again, since AH and B are unifiable 
via (T’. by the unique renaming assumption, A and B are unifiable via 00’. Let T = 
mgu(A, B) and let 6 be a substitution such that fla’ = sci. Using the unique renaming 
assumption again, we have G’o’ = G’8a’ = G’r6. Thus, G’r6 has a b-derivation with 
answer p. By the inductive hypothesis, G’z has a b-derivation with answer r such that 
G’~c5p = G’Tx~ for some substitution y. Then, by the definition of derivation, A has a 
b-derivation with answer g = @)A. Furthermore, we have: 
AOr/ = A flo’p 
= AT@ 
= B?Gp 
= Bzq (since vars(B) C vars(G' )) 
= ATX; 
Thus, we have shown that A has a b-derivation with answer (r such that ABq = Ao;). 
(3) G is -G’: Then G’0 has a c-derivation with answer y, where c = -h. By the 
inductive hypothesis, G’ has a c-derivation with answer 0 such that G’t?? = G’ay, for 
some substitution y. Hence, G = 7G’ has a b-derivation with answer (T, and G&J = 
Go;1. 
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(4) G is G1 q G2, where q E { @, 18, V, A}: Then Gi 60 G20 has a b-derivation. Hence, 
GiO has a c-derivation with answer ~1, and Gz8 has a d-derivation with answer ~2, for 
some c, d E ~3 such that b = cod, and r] = (q’, @v]i)o~, where yi is a variant of vi w.r.t. 
Gi (i = 1,2). By the inductive hypothesis, Gi has a c-derivation with answer 01 such 
that Gt%yi = Glolyl, for some substitution yl, and G2 has a d-derivation with answer 
(rp such that G~OQ = G2cr2y2, for some substitution ~2. Let gi be a variant of di w.r.t. 
Gi (i = 1,2) such that urangc(oi) is disjoint from uars(G) and from dom( 0$), and 
dom(o!) C vats. Hence, all the conditions of Lemma 3.11 are satisfied. It follows 
that 0; 0 0; exists and there is a substitution y such that O(v’, 0 $) = (gi @ ai)y. Let 
o = (gi 0 ai )G. Then G has a b-derivation with answer a such that GO1 = Gay. 0 
Theorem 3.21 (Completeness). Let B be a distributive bilattice and b E a’. Let P be 
a program and G a goal. Suppose 0 is a substitution .for the vuriubles of G (without 
generic constants). If (@p 7 o) (GO)&b, then G has a b-derivation with answer a 
such that G8 = Gay, for some substitution y. 
Proof. For b = I, the result is trivial. We prove the result by induction on n < w, 
with b # I, assuming (@p T n)(GO)>kb. 
Basis: (n = 0) First suppose that (@p T O)(GB) = lo(GO) 3kb. We prove the result 
by a secondary induction on the structure of G. 
(1) G is an atom: Then since Zs(GO) &b, for any ground substitution 6,la(GOS) >kb. 
By the definition of Za, and since b # I, G86 = G = c&b, for some c E @‘. Then G 
has a b-derivation with answer a = E. Clearly, GO = GaO. 
(2) G is TG’: Then Zo(G’8)3k~b. So by the secondary inductive hypothesis, G’ has 
a lb-derivation with answer a such that G’0 = G’ay, for some substitution y. Hence, 
G = 7G’ has a b-derivation with answer a and Gd = Gay. 
(3) G is G~oG~, where q E {@,@,V,A} : Since Io(G1oC&)Q>kb, for every 
ground substitution 6, we have that lc(G1 86 o G~f36) 3kb. Therefore, Zo( Gi 6s) >kbl, 
and Io(G286) Bkb2, for some bl, b2 E 98 such that bl q 62 = b. By the secondary 
induction hypothesis, for i = 1,2, Gi has a bi-derivation with answer a2 such that 
GitiG = Giaiyi, for some substitution yi. Let ai be a variant of ai w.r.t Gi (i = 1,2) 
such that vars(Gia!) and hence also vrange(ai) are disjoint from uars(G) and from 
dam(t)). Hence, by Lemma 3.11, ai 0 ai exists, and there is a substitution y such that 
0 = (a{ 0 ai)r. Let a = (a{ 0 ai)G. It follows that G has a b-derivation with answer 
a such that GO = Gq. 
Induction: Assume that the implication holds for the nth iteration of @p. Now, 
suppose that (@p T n + 1) (GB) Ab. The result is proved by a secondary induction on 
the structure of G: 
(1) G is an atom A: The assumption (@p T n + 1) (A@) = [@p(@p T n) ] (Ae)>kb, 
implies that for every ground substitution 6, [@p~(@p t n) ] (A86)3kb. Then, by the 
definition of @p we have 
C ((6 T n> (Fv) I A’ c F E P and q = mgu(AO&A’)} Lkb. 
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Let 6 be a gc-substitution for A0. It follows that P must contain a clause A’ +- F such 
that q = mgu(A86,A’) and (@p T n) (Fq)>,kb. Neither A8 nor A’ contains a generic 
constant, and, by the unique renaming assumption, uars(Afl) n (vars(A’) U oars( F)) = (rl. 
Thus, by Lemma 3.5, AB and A’ are unifiable, and, if p = mgu(AO,A’), then ,Y~(J is 
injective and variable-pure, and 6~ = pr, where z is a gc-substitution for A’p. Thus, 
since dam(6) n uurs(F) = 0 (because &m(6) = mrs(Afl)), we get Fpt = Fiiq = Fq. 
So (@p 7 n)(Fpz) &b, and hence (@p 1‘ n)(Fp) >kb by Lemma 3.15. By the induction 
hypothesis, F/l has a b-derivation with answer s’, where E’ is injective and variable-pure. 
Hence AO has a b-derivation with answer ($)A0 which is injective and variable-pure 
since ~~(1 and E’ both are. By the Lifting Lemma we conclude that A has a h-derivation 
with answer rr such that ABp&’ = Asp for some substitution p. Since (&)A~~ is injective 
and variable-pure, there is a I*’ such that AO&p’ = AH. Let 7 = p/i’. Then 4fl = .4rr;* 
as required. 
(2) G is ?G’: Then (@p r n + 1) (1G’Q) = -(@P ‘T n + 1) (G’8)3kb, implying 
that (@p 1‘ n + 1) (G’B) 3kTb. Now, by the secondary inductive hypothesis, G’ has a 
lb-derivation with answer IS such that G’6 = G’oy, for some substitution ;‘. Hence. 
G = 1G’ has a b-derivation with answer cr, and GH = Gay. 
(3) G is Gi q G2, where q E {@,@. r\,V} : The derivation of this case is similar to 
that of the basis case (where n = 0), except we replace 10 with (@p ?‘ n + 1). 
Finally, since the induction establishes the result for all n < 01, it also holds for (!I. 
4. Join-irreducible procedural semantics 
Although the definition of a b-derivation results in a sound and complete procedural 
semantics for logic programming over arbitrary distributive bilattices, it has a drawback. 
For a given truth value b E 922, the search for a b-derivation of a complex goal G may 
entail searches for c-derivations of the subformulas of G for a large number of truth 
values c <k b that are only remotely related to b; moreover, this complexity ramifies 
as we pass down the parse tree of G. It turns out that for finite distributive bilattices 
(and, more generally, bilattices with the descending chain property), we can restrict 
our attention to b-derivations where b ranges over the relatively small subset of k-join- 
irreducible truth-values. The resulting simplification is quite dramatic and may, as we 
have seen, give an exponential decrease in the search space. 
We now present a join-irreducible procedural semantics as an alternative to the 
standard one presented in Section 3. 
Definition 4.1. Let g be a distributive bilattice, G a formula, and P a program. Sup- 
pose that b E JZRk(g). Then G has a b-JZR-derivation with answer 8, if 
(1) G=c,wherec~%?-{(I,T},b<kC,and6=c;or 
(2) G is an atom that unifies with the head of clause B + G’ E P, with cr = mgu( G, B), 
and G’rr has a b-JIR-derivation with answer 8’ such that fI = (06’)~; or 
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(3) G is TG’, and G’ has a lb-JZR-derivation with answer 8; or 
(4) b E JZRk+(B) and 
(a) G = Gi V G2 or G = Gi @ Gz, and at least one of Gi or G2 has a b-JZR- 
derivation with answer 8; or 
(b) G = Gi A GZ or G = G1 @ G2 , and Gi has a b-JZR-derivation with answer 
8i (i = 1,2) such that 8 = (0: o$)o, where (3: are variants of Q1 w.r.t. Gj; or 
(5) b E JZR;(B) and 
(a) G = Gi V G2 or G = G1 @ Gz, and Gi has a b-JZR-derivation with answer 
f!?i (i = 1,2) such that e = (6: 0 t$)G, where 0; are variants of & w.r.t. Gi; or 
(b) G = G1 A GZ or G = Gi @ Gl, and at least one of Gi or G2 has a b-JZR- 
derivation with answer 8. 
Note that one of the consequences of distinguishing between positive and nega- 
tive k-join-irreducible elements in the above definition is that we have recaptured the 
duality between the truth operators V and A. For instance, when searching for a b- 
JZR-derivation of a goal G1 V G2, where b E JZRkf(&?), we need only look for a 
b-JZR-derivation in one of the subgoals. This corresponds to the concept of proof in 
the more familiar context of four-valued logic programs. On the other hand, when 
searching for b-JZR-derivation of Gi V G2, with b E JZRk(Sf), we have to look for 
b-JZR-derivation for both subgoals. In the four-valued case, this corresponds to the 
notion of refutation (essentially amounting to disproving the goal). Mathematically, 
this distinction is explained by Lemma 2.10. Thus, the procedural semantics presented 
here is a generalization of the more familiar situation in the four-valued case where the 
truth operators are considered in connection with the canonical join-irreducible elements 
true and false [21]. 
In order to study the connections between the join-irreducible and the general pro- 
cedural semantics, we need a model of computation that can deal with an arbitrary 
element b in a distributive bilattice, and not just when b is join-irreducible. This idea 
is captured in the following definition. 
Definition 4.2. Let B be a distributive bilattice. Let a E a, and suppose that a = 
b, @I... @b,, where bl @... @b, is a decomposition of a as a join of join-irreducible 
elements of 99 in the knowledge ordering. Let G be a goal and P a program. Then 
G has an a-JZR-proof with answer 8, if G has a bi-JZR-derivation with answer /3i 
(ldibn) such that e = (a{el,..., e,,})c (in other words 6 is a representative of the 
equivalence class of the substitution unifications for { 8,). . , en}). 
Of course, if &? has the Descending Chain Property in the knowledge ordering 
(DCPk), then, by Theorem 2.2, we can obtain an it-redundant decomposition for a 
in the previous definition. 
A system based on the above semantics would, presumably, work as follows. The 
system is presented with a goal G and a truth value b in the underlying bilattice. The 
first task, then, would be to obtain a decomposition of b as a join of join-irreducible 
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elements of the bilattice. Assuming that bi, b1,. . . , b, are the join-irreducible elements 
thus obtained, the system would then attempt to construct b,-JIR-derivations for G, for 
each i = 1,2.. . , n. For finite bilattices, using standard representation techniques such 
as a tabular representation of bilattice operations (in particular 8), the join-irreducible 
decomposition can be obtained in polynomial time in the number of bilattice elements. 
In this case, the decomposition basically amounts to searching the table for the element 
to be decomposed and then testing the join-irreducibility of the constituent elements 
whose join is the original bilattice element. The test for join-irreducibility is a simple 
linear test to detemine whether the set of all elements strictly less than the element to 
be tested has a largest member. 
If, however, one is interested in obtaining the maximum truth value b of a goal 
G that is implied by the program, then the system must attempt to establish c-JZR- 
derivations for each c E JZRk(B). The maximum truth value desired is the join of all 
such join-irreducible elements with successful derivations. 
Example. Consider the following program, P, based on the bilattice .,1,‘Y_.lY (see 
Fig. 2): 
1. p+ q 8 Y 4. s + (b,O) 
2. q + tvs 5. t + (Lb) 
3. r+uA.s 6. u+(O,b). 
Suppose that the query consists of the goal p and a truth value (1, b), i.e., we would 
like to obtain a (1, b)-JZR-derivation for p. First, recall that the k-join-irreducible 
elements in the bilattice MYN8 are (l,O), (O,l), (b,O), and (0,b). The system will 
obtain a decomposition of (1, b) as a join of join-irreducibles: (1, b) = (1,O) @ (0, b). It 
must then obtain a (1, 0)-JZR-derivation and a (0, b)-JIR-derivation for p. The complete 
computation tree for the goal p is depicted in Fig. 3. The dotted lines in the figure 
represent recursive steps in the definition of JIR-derivation. Let us consider the steps 
involved in the construction of a (l,O)-JIR-derivation. To obtain such a derivation 
for the subgoal q $3 r entails obtaining (l,O)-JIR-derivations for both q and r. The 
derivation for q in turn, requires a (l,O)-JIR-derivation for t V s. However, since 
( 1,O) E JIRZ (A’YAV), the system now needs to construct a ( 1, 0)-JIR-derivation for 
only one of the subgoals. Indeed such a derivation is obtained, as (1,b) >k( l,O). In 
this example we can also obtain a (0, b)-JIR-derivation for r. This would again require 
the construction of a similar derivation for only one of u or s in the subgoal u A s; 
this time because (0, b) E JZR,(MA,V8). n 
In the rest of this section we formally describe the relationship between the two 
bilattice-based procedural semantics. The following two technical lemmas will be useful 
in the sequel. 
Lemma 4.3. Let 93 be a distributive bilattice, P a program, and G a goal. Sup- 
pose thut c E JI&(w). If G has a c-JIR-derivation with answer 8, then G has u 
b-JIR-derivation with answer 0 for every b <kc, where b E JIRk(gs). 
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<I,b> <b,O> <O,b> <b,O> 
Fig. 3. The complete computation tree for the goal p. 
Proof. Let b be an arbitrary element of JZRk(98) such that b<kc. The result is proved 
by induction on the length of derivations. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
If G = d, for some d E 93 - {I, T} such that c dkd, and b’ = a, then since, 
b <kc <kd, G has a b-JZR-derivation with answer 6 = E. 
G is an atom: Since G has a c-JZR-derivation with answer 8, there is a clause B + 
G’ E P, with cr = mgu(G, B) such that G’o has a c-JZR-derivation with answer 
B’, and 8 = (a(Y),. By the inductive hypothesis, G’a has a b-JZR-derivation with 
answer B’. By definition, G has a b-JZR-derivation with answer 0. 
G is -TG’: Then G’ has a x-JZR-derivation with answer l3. Since b<kc, we also 
have -b <klc and -b, TC E Jz&(g). By the inductive hypothesis, G’ has a lb- 
JZR-derivation with answer 8. Thus, by the definition of JZR-derivation G has a 
b-JZR-derivation with answer 0. 
G is G1 A G2: There are two subcases. 
(a) c E JZRi(@): Then Gi has a c-JZR-derivation with answer ei such that 0 = 
(e; 0 e;)o, where (3: is a variant of 8i w.r.t. Gi (i = 1,2). By the induc- 
tive hypothesis, Gi has a b-JZR-derivation with answer Bi. By Lemma 2.11, 
b E JZRk+(@). By the definition of JZR-derivation, G = G1 A G2 has a 
b-JZR-derivation with answer 0. 
(b) c E JZRF(93): Then Gi or G2 (say Gi) has a c-JZR-derivation with answer 
8. By the inductive hypothesis, Gi has a b-JZR-derivation with answer 0, and 
by the definition of J/R-derivation, G = Gi A G2 has a b-JZR-derivation with 
answer 8. 
(5) G is G1 V G2: This case is dual to the case when G = Gr A G2 
(6) G is G, @ G2: This case is similar to (4a). 
(7) G is G1 CE G2: This case is similar to (4b). 0 
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Lemma 4.4. Let 93 be a distributive biluttice with the DCPk. Let P be a program 
and G a goal. Suppose that c E 2, and b E JIRk(:%), b<kc. If G has a c-JIR-proof’ 
br,ith answer 0, then G has a b-JIR-derivation with unswer (T such that GO = Gay, 
for some substitution y. 
Proof. Suppose that G has a c-JIR-proof with answer 0. Since g satisfies the DCPn-, 
we can write c = cl % . . s $ c, such that c, E JI&(B), for i = 1,2,. , n. Furthermore, 
G has a c,-JZR-derivation with answer 0, such that 8 = (O{ (Ii,. . , (1,,)),. 
Now, h<bc = cl $...@cc,. By Lemma 2.1, for some j (i<<j<n), hdkc,, and, 
by Lemma 4.3, G has a b-JIR-derivation with answer 0j. Furthermore, note that 
~{n,,...,m,} = 0; cc, where a = mgsu({oi,. . ,O,}). Putting things together, taking 
rr = 0, and ;I = 2, we have G0 = G(a{ei ,..., 0,)) = GB,r = Go?. C 
We would like to show that the new join-irreducible procedural semantics is indeed 
complete with respect to the bilattice-based fixpoint semantics. We will obtain such a 
completeness result as a corollary of the Completeness Theorem for the general seman- 
tics presented in the previous section. In order to accomplish this task we will need 
the next lemmas which describes the precise connection between the two semantics in 
the context of bilattices with the DCRk. 
Lemma 4.5. Let .% be u distributive hilattice with the DCPk. Let P be a progrum, G 
II goal, and c E 23. If G has a c-derivation with answer 0, then G has a c-JIR-proqf’ 
with unswer H’ such that GB = GO’?, for some substitution 7. 
Proof (By induction on the length of derivations). 
1. If G = b, for some b E 93 \ {I, T} such that c bkb, and 0 = i:, then since J 
has the DCPk, we can write c = ci G.. C3 c,, the decomposition of c as join of 
join-irreducibles, i.e., c, E JIRk(%?). Then c, <kb, and by the definition of JIR- 
derivation, G has a ci-JIR-derivation with answer 0 = E (1 <i<n). Hence, G has 
a c-JIR-proof with answer 8’ = o{ a,. , F} = e. 
2. G is an atom: Then there is a clause B + G’ E P, with 0 = mgu(G,B) such 
that G’o has a c-derivation with answer 6, and (3 = (ad)~. By the inductive 
hypothesis, G’a has a c-JIR-proof with answer 8, such that G’aii = G’rrG’z, 
for some substitution r. Since % has the DCPk, c has an irredundant decom- 
position bl @ . CE b,, where b, E JIRk(:%). Furthermore, for each i, G’a has a 
hi-JIR-derivation with answer 8: such that 6’ = (a{S’,,. ,dk})pg. By the defi- 
nition of JIR-derivation, G has a bi-JIR-derivation with answer Xi = (cr&)(;; by 
the unique renaming assumption, ad: and xl are idempotent, implying that a, dad: 
(1 <i <n). By Lemma 3.10, the X, are unifiable and therefore G has a c-JZR-proof 
with answer 0’ = (o{ a,, , CX,,})~;. Also by Lemma 3.10, there exists a substitution 
p such that 
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Finally, we must show that GO = GO/y, for some substitution y. By Lemma 3.8, 
there exists a substitution p such that a{as/,, . , c~Sk}p = a(O{d{, . . . ,6;}). Then, 
letting y = j3pr we have 
= Ga[O{ S;, . . . , S;}]z 
= GaS’z (since vars( Go) 2 uars( G’a)) 
= GaS = G0. 
2. G is Gi A Gz: Then, Gj has a cj-derivation with answer Oj such that c = cl Ac2 and 
8 = (~1 o q&, where qj is a variant of 0, w.r.t. Gj (j = 1,2). By the inductive 
hypothesis, Gj has a cj-JIR-proof with answer 0: such that Gj0j = Gj%$yj, for 
some substitution yj. Applying Lemma 3.11 (with 8 = E), we conclude that t3/, 
and (3; are unifiable and that 0; 0 0; d y11 0 ~2. Note that the first 3 conditions of 
Lemma 3.11 hold by appropriate use of the unique renaming assumption. Condition 
4 holds because Gj8; d GjQj d Gjqj (J = 1,2). Condition 5 follows since ~1 and ~2 
are unifiable. Thus we have GB = G(di 0 ~2) = G(8{ o ei)y’, for some substitution 
y’. Since 9Y has the DCPk, we can write c = bl @ . @ b,, where bi E JIRk(a), 
for 1 <i<n. Hence, bi <kc1 A ~2. Now, for each bi we consider two cases. 
(a) bi E JIRk+(&l): In this case by Lemma 2.10, bi<kCj, and by Lemma 4.4, 
Gj has a bi-JIR-derivation with answer,t$ (J’ = 1,2) such that Gj0: = Gjt$y~. 
Without loss of generality assume that t$ is idempotent such that the conditions 
of Lemma 3.11 are satisfied, i.e., 13; and 0; are unifiable and 0; @di ~0; at!);. 
By the definition of JZR-derivation, G = Gi A G2 has a bi-JZR-derivation with 
answer $i = (ri, 0 ri)o, where rj is a variant of 6’: w.r.t. Gj 0’ = 1,2). By 
another application of Lemma 3.11, r; @ rk d 0l, 0 oh, and hence G($ 0 %i) = 
G(6; 0 0$)/? = G(ri 0 zi)yi = G4iYi, for some substitutions fl and yi. 
(b) b, E JZR,(B): In this case by Lemma 2.10, b,<kcj, for j = 1 or J = 2 
(assume bi<kCl), and by Lemma 4.4, Gi has a bi-JZR-derivation with answer 
(3; such that GiB’, = Gi$ y’, for some substitution y’. Hence, by the definition 
of JIR-derivation, G = G1 A G2 has a bi-JIR-derivation with answer 4i = %i,, 
and Go{ = G4iy’. 
From the unique renaming assumption we can deduce that rf 071 is idempotent (as 
is 0; of&). Since @,,6~,r{ Orid8/1 at!):, it follows by Lemma 3.10 that +i,...,& 
are unifiable and that o{ 41,. . . , q&}p = 0; 0 04, for some substitution p. Hence, 
G has a c-JZR-proof with answer 8’ = (O{&,...,&})o. Now, letting y = py’, 
we have Gb’ = G(yl 0 y12) = G(B’, 0 $)y’ = GfI’py’ = GB’y. 
4. G is G, @ Gz: This case is similar to 3(a). 
5. G is G1 V G2: This case is the dual of 3. 
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6. G is Cl 8 GZ: This case is similar to 3(b). 
7. G is ?G’: Straightforward from the definitions. 9 
The join-irreducible procedural semantics, like the general procedural semantics, is 
sound with respect to the fixpoint semantics over bilattices. We first state this result 
for the join-irreducible elements of the bilattice in the following lemma and then gen- 
eralize this result to the arbitrary elements of the bilattice. The proof of this lemma 
is similar to that of the Soundness Theorem for the general semantics (Theorem 3.19) 
and is omitted. 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that B is a distributive bilattice. Let P be a program, G a goal, 
and b E JZRI,(B). If G has a b-JIR-derivation with answer H, then (@p T CJJ)(GH)&~. 
The Join-irreducible Soundness Theorem generalizes the above lemma to arbitrary 
elements of the bilattice. 
Theorem 4.7 (Join-irreducible soundness). Suppose that 3 is u distributive hilattice 
with the DCPk. Let P be a program, G a goal, and b E :%. If G has II b-JIR-proof 
\rith ansicer 0, then (@p j’ o)(GB) >k b. 
Proof. Let b = 61 $ . . ~3 b, be a decomposition of b as join of join-irreducibles. By 
definition, G has a bi-JZR-derivation with answer 8i such that 0 = (a{Sl, 01,. . .1),})~. 
By Lemma 4.6, (@,p T o)(GBi)&b,, and by Lemma 3.16(l), (@p 1‘ cti)(GO)&b, 
(ldidn). Then, (@pTw)(GB)3kb1 3-..8b,=b. C 
The next major result of this section is the completeness theorem for the join- 
irreducible semantics. It is obtained as a corollary of the Completeness Theorem for 
the general procedural semantics (Theorem 3.21) and Lemma 4.5. 
Theorem 4.8 (Join-irreducible completeness). Let 6? be a distributive bilattice M?th 
DCPk, and b E 2. Let P be a program, G a goal, and (3 a substitution ,fk the 
variables of G. If (@p T w) (GO) >kh, then G has u b-JIR-proof with answer U. .such 
that GO = Coy, for some substitution 7. 
Proof. Suppose that (@p T o)(G@>,kb, then by Theorem 3.21 G has a b-derivation 
with answer (T’ such that GO = Go’?‘, for some substitution ;I’. Now, by Lemma 4.5, 
G has a b-JIR-proof with answer CJ such that Ga’ = Coy”, for some substitution ;:“. 
Now: GO = Gr~‘y’ = Gay”l;’ = Gay, where ?/ = ;I”?‘. C 
Finally, we summarize, in the following theorem, the precise connection between 
the join-irreducible semantics and the general semantics presented in the previous sec- 
tion. The proof is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 4.5, the join-irreducible 
soundness theorem, and Theorem 3.2 1. 
Theorem 4.9. Let 23 be a distributive hilattice with the DCPk. Let P be u program 
and G a goal. Suppose that c E $9 
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1. If G has a c-derivation with answer 8, then G has a c-JIR-proof with answer 8’ 
such that G% = G%‘y, for some substitution y; and 
2. If G has a c-JIR-proof with answer 8, then G has a c-derivation with answer 0’ 
such that G% = G%‘y, for some substitution y. q 
5. Summary and conclusions 
In this paper we have introduced a new procedural semantics for a broad family 
of multi-valued logic programming languages, based on the join-irreducible elements 
in the knowledge component of the underlying bilattice. The join-irreducible elements 
are significant in two ways. First, they help clarify the underlying relationship be- 
tween the truth values in bilattices and the operational behavior of bilattice-based logic 
programs. This underlying relationship is explained by Lemma 2.10. Secondly, by con- 
centrating on this smaller set of representative bilattice elements, we can reduce the 
overall complexity of the logic programming semantics. We have shown that, in fact, 
the join-irreducible elements of a bilattice can constitute an even smaller representative 
set compared to other representation mechanisms previously studied in the literature 
(see Lemmas 2.7 and 2.9). Other main results of the paper are the soundness and 
completeness theorems for the join-irreducible logic programming semantics. 
The procedural semantics presented in the paper makes use of a parallel computation 
model for evaluation of queries. We have used the notion of substitution unification to 
deal with variable sharing among independent subgoals. Substitution unification pro- 
vides a nonequational and algebraic approach to the query evaluation process in parallel 
logic programming languages. A study of the properties of substitution unification and 
their relevance will be presented elsewhere [23]. 
Closer examination of the fixpoint and the procedural semantics presented in this 
paper, suggests that the only properties of the distributive bilattice used in our results 
are that (a) it forms a complete lattice under the knowledge ordering and (b) each of 
its operations distributes over an infinite join in each argument. There is a standard 
construction from lattice theory by which every partially ordered algebra whose oper- 
ations are monotone in each argument can be naturally embedded in another algebra 
of this kind that has exactly these crucial properties of a bilattice. We believe that the 
main results presented in Section 3, and possibly also many of the results involving 
join-irreducible elements in Section 4, can be extended to more general truth-value 
algebras based on the above observations. These ideas will be pursued elsewhere [24]. 
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